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CURL YOUR BEST
Asham’s Rotator Disk System (RDS™)
The RDS™ is unique in that our soles are designed specifically for curling to solve the challenges faced when using a
typical curling shoe, specifically drifting, poor slider performance, reduced balance and stability.
Asham’s patented RDS™ is just one of the many innovations in our endless pursuit of the perfect sliding platform. This
sole is based on more than 10 years of R & D that includes testing by some of the world’s best curlers. And we didn’t
stop there, we have significantly reduced the weight of the sole making it the lightest sole, available on the market.
The RDS™ is a sole that allows the disks to attach by Velcro®, providing the wearer the opportunity to upgrade,
replace and customize your sliding platform quickly and easily. No more sending shoes in to have the slider or gripper
replaced when worn or when you are ready to upgrade to a quicker slider. Simply order new disks and pop them on
your shoe and you are ready to hit the ice again. If you are drifting during delivery, simply remove your disk and rotate
it until you find the straightest sliding path.
This RDS™ has stood the test of time and is still the best sliding platform available on the market. All four 2019-2020
Canadian National Champions (men’s, women’s, junior men’s, junior women’s) wear the RDS™, both junior teams went
on to become the 2020 World Junior Curling Champions.

Eliminates Drifting & Increases the
Life of Your Sliders
 The sole of a shoe is longer than it is wide so the natural
tendency of the foot when sliding is to go in the direction
it is pointed. Circles have equal force on all areas and
only travel in the direction they are “pushed,” completely
eliminating drifting from the delivery. It will now be easy
to slide on the path.
 The grain in some sliding material, as well as worn,
warped and scratched sliders, cause drifting. With the
RDS™, simply remove the slider, “rotate” it and put it
back on the shoe until you find the straightest sliding
path. This extends the life of your sliders.

Enhances Balance and Stability
 Unlike most athletic soles that are curved from
side-to-side and back-to-front, the RDS™ sliding
disks lay perfectly flat, providing unmatched stability
and performance.
 The disks extend beyond the width of a normal sole,
further enhancing balance and stability.

Maximum Slider Performance

The RDS™ is featured on a full
line of Asham shoes
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 A variety of leading sliding materials are available and
the removable disks can be changed “on-the-fly,”
enabling curlers to perfectly match the sliding surface
every time.
 Old, worn and damaged sliders are quickly replaced –
that can’t be done with glues!

www.asham.com

SHOES
We have the right shoe for you!
Express Ultra Lite
The Express Ultra Lite will transform your game. This
premium leather and urethane upper with our Ultra Lite
RDS™ technology offers the perfect blend of cushioning
and stability. The natural fiber is breathable and conforms
to your feet for superior fit. The moisture-wicking lining
will keep your feet dry and warm. The built-in lace cover
keeps the laces off the ice reducing drag during delivery.
Gripper disks and slip-on gripper included. Sliding disks
sold separately.
14000
(Men’s)
14100
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-10

Slam Ultra Lite
The Slam Ultra Lite curling shoe is functionally one of
the best curling shoes on the market. It features an all
leather upper on our Ultra Lite RDS™, with a leather
lining, and extra insole, leather lace cover and a seamless
toe to reduce drag. The Slam Ultra Lite comes equipped
with two gripper disks and a slip-on gripper. Choose
from a wide variety of sliding disks to customize your
sliding platform.
120100
(Men’s)
121100
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-11

Shoe care tip: Refrain from moving rocks with the side of your
shoe. The side of the rock is sharp and will cause premature wear
on your shoe which is not covered under warranty.
1-800-267-5730
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SHOES
Competitor Ultra Lite
Get all the functionality of a top of the line curling shoe at
an affordable price. The Competitor Ultra Lite curling shoe
features the Ultra Lite RDS™, a built-in lace cover, durable
synthetic upper and a seamless tow to reduce drag. This
shoe comes ready to step on the ice with two 3/32”
Teflon® sliding disks, two gripper disks, a slip-on gripper
and lace cover. The 3/32” Teflon® sliding disks are ranked
a 7 out of 10 on our slider speed rating. You can upgrade
your disks to any of our sliding materials.
110111
(Men’s)
111111
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-11

Ace Ultra Lite
This shoe comes ready to play and is a great shoe for
curlers of all ages and skill levels. This sleek new design
on our Ultra Lite RDS™ comes with two 3/32” Teflon®
sliding disks, two gripper disks and a slip-on gripper.
The upper wears well and is easy to clean. Easily and
economically upgrade your sliding disks with any of our
sliding materials.
180000
(Men’s)
181000
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-10

Club Ultra Lite
The Club Ultra Lite curling shoe features a stylish durable
synthetic upper on our Ultra Lite RDS™ and includes two
3/32” Teflon® sliding disks, two gripper disks and a slip-on
gripper. Get the best sliding platform on the market on
an affordable shoe. Easily and economically upgrade your
sliding disks with any of our sliding materials.
130000
(Men’s)
131000
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-10
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SHOES

Gushue Ultra Lite
New to Asham, the Gushue Ultra Lite features a PVC and
mesh upper that is designed to allow moisture to escape,
keeping your feet dry and warm.
Comes equipped with our RDS™ sliding platform and
includes two gripper disks and a slip-on gripper. Choose
from a wide variety of sliding disks to customize your your
sliding platform. The RDS™ is worn and trusted by top
curlers all over the world.
150000
(Men’s)
151000
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes - 7 to 12
Women’s - Full and Half sizes - 5 to 10

1-800-267-5730
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SHOES
Express Apollo
The Express Apollo curling shoe will take your game to the next level. This
premium leather and urethane upper with our Apollo sole offers the perfect
blend of cushioning and stability. The natural fiber is breathable and
conforms to your feet for superior fit.
This shoe offers an alternative to the RDS™ system. The Apollo sole is
lightweight and comes equipped with a two-piece rubber gripper and a
slip-on gripper. Customize your sliding platform by choosing the slider that
best fits your needs.
14010
(Men’s)
14110
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-11.5
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 6-10

Force
If you’re looking for a leather curling shoe with a full slider and full rubber
gripper, the Force is the shoe for you.
This top of the line full-grain leather curling shoe comes with a 5/32”
Teflon® slider, rubber gripper and slip-on gripper. This shoe can also be
customized with any of our sliding materials or hinged for tuck delivery.
160504
(Men’s) Right-Handed
161504
(Women’s) Right-Handed
160514
(Men’s) Left-Handed
161514
(Women’s) Left-Handed
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-11

Club Full Sole
Looking for a curling shoe with a full slider and gripper at an affordable
price? The Club Full Sole curling shoe features a durable synthetic upper
with a full 3/32” Teflon® slider, rubber gripper and slip-on gripper. If 3/32”
Teflon® isn’t the right slider for you, you can customize your shoe with any
combination of our sliding materials or hinge your slider for tuck delivery.
Comes ready to play and a great shoe for curlers of all ages and skill levels.
130300
(Men’s) Right-Handed
131300
(Women’s) Right-Handed
130310
(Men’s) Left-Handed
131310
(Women’s) Left-Handed
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-11.5
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-10
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SHOES
Club Junior
Having a hard time finding a shoe small enough for your
junior curler? Look no further this curling shoe starts at
size 1. The Club Junior curling shoe features a durable
synthetic upper with a with a full 3/32” Teflon® slider,
rubber gripper and slip-on gripper.
Comes ready to play and a great shoe for young curlers.
Still can’t find what you’re looking for? We can convert any
running shoe into a curling shoe. Check us out online for
more information.
130309
(Junior) Right-Handed
130319
(Junior) Left-Handed
Full sizes 1-4

Club Double Gripper
Feel extra confident on the ice with the Club Double
Gripper curling shoe. This quality synthetic upper on a full
sole with grippers on both feet provides maximum traction
on the ice. The ideal shoe for stick curlers and icemakers.
130900
131900

(Men’s)
(Women’s)

Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-11.5
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-10

Force Double Gripper
Feel extra confident on the ice with the Force Double
Gripper. This quality premium leather curling shoe
provides maximum traction on the ice with full
rubber grippers on both feet. Ideal for stick curlers
and icemakers.
160904
(Men’s)
161904
(Women’s)
Men’s - Full and Half sizes 7-12, 13, 14
Women’s - Full and Half sizes 5-11

1-800-267-5730
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CURLING SHOE CUSTOMIZATION
ASHAM CAN CUSTOMIZE ANY SHOE!
Did you know Asham is the industry leader in curling shoe customizations? We used to make all our curling shoes
right from scratch in our factory. We still have a fully functioning factory and still make all our own sliding disks, slip-on
sliders and slider applications in our factory in Winnipeg. When it comes to curling shoes, we can do anything! We can
make any shoe with any combination of our sliding materials. Below are just some of the customizations you can add
to your shoe.

Toe Wedge

The Toe Wedge is
a piece of Teflon®
that is applied
to the toe of the
RDS™ for extreme
toe or tuck sliders.
Not all toe or tuck
sliders will require
the Toe Wedge.

Toe Dip

The Toe Dip is a plastic
coating applied to the
trailing foot to reduce drag.
Depending on how your
trailing foot contacts the ice
you may find the toe dip
improves the feel and speed
of your delivery. Our toe dip
material is flexible and will
not make the trailing foot
hard, which can contribute
to drifting. Stiff toe dip is
available by request. Toe
dip is not easy to remove
once dipped.

Hinge

The Hinge is a split in the
slider at about the halfway
point of the slider to allow
for bend. The hinge is good
for tuck or toe sliders using
1/4” Teflon®.

THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOU

It is very important that your shoes fit properly. Ensure your foot has enough room in the toe box.
There should be about half an inch between your toes and the end of the shoe. The shoe should
be wide enough in the toe that your toes can move freely. Your heel should not slip, and the shoe
should not pinch or bind, especially across the arch or ball of your foot. When shoe shopping, be
sure to wear the same socks you curl in. This can make a huge difference in how a shoe fit. Try on
both shoes, your feet may not be the same size. Feel free to contact us; we will help you find the
Asham shoe that is the right fit for you!
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SLIDERS & GRIPPERS
Create the perfect sliding platform with any combination of our
sliding materials! We can customize any shoe for you!

Apollo Slider & Gripper Options
51700
50703
50705
50704
50706
50707

Rubber Gripper
3/32” Teflon®
5/32” Teflon®
1/4” Teflon®
1/4” Teflon® Orbit
Stainless Steel

Sliders will be permanently applied to the Apollo sole

RDSTM Slider & Gripper Disks
51400
50501
50503
50505
50504
50506
50507
50508
50500

Rubber Gripper
1/16” Teflon®
3/32” Teflon®
5/32” Teflon®
1/4” Teflon®
1/4” Teflon® Ring
Hard ANO
Hard ANO Ring
Stainless Steel

Small disk fits Woman’s back
Medium disk fits Women’s front & Men’s back
Large disk fits a Men’s front

Slip-Ons, Step-Ons & Kits
50021
50011
50023
50013
50014
51009
51000
51090
506010
506030
516000

1-800-267-5730

1/16” Teflon® Half Slip-On (XS-XL)
1/16” Teflon® Full Slip-On (XS-XL)
3/32” Teflon® Half Slip-On (XS-XL)
3/32” Teflon® Full Slip-On (XS-XL)
1/16” Teflon® Full Step-On (XS-XL)
Regular Slip-On Gripper (XS-XL)
Rotator Slip-On Gripper (XS-XL)
Rotator Slip-On Gripper Left-Handed (XS-XL)
1/16” Teflon® Slider Kit
3/32” Teflon® Slider Kit
Gripper Kit
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BROOMS
Fiberglass V2
Get in the game with the sharp but affordable Fiberglass V2 Broom, great for the
beginner or recreational curler. The handle is made using pultrusion tube forming
of continuous long fiberglass and epoxy resin to obtain economical high strength to
weight characteristics.
Available in either 1” or 1-1/8” diameter handles. Comes with the V2 head and pad,
which allows the pad to attach by either Velcro® or screws.
9241010 1”
9241000 1-1/8”
Weight (handle only)
1” 249g
1-1/8” 298g

Composite V2
Take a step up with the Composite V2 Broom. This broom provides great strength to
weight characteristics at an affordable price. Made with the same table-rolled blend
of both carbon fiber sheet and lightweight fiberglass to bring you an economical light
weight broom. Available in either 1” or 1-1/8” diameter handles. Comes with the V2
head and pad which allows the pad to attach by either Velcro® or screws.
9241210 1”
9241200 1-1/8”
Weight (handle only)
1” 219g
1-1/8” 269g

Ultra Lite Taper V2
The lightest handle available on the market! Sweep using the latest in Ultra Lite Carbon Fiber technology, made from
table-rolled 3K and UD high modulus carbon fiber which cuts weight without compromising strength and durability.
The tapered external wall decreases weight. The grip handle provides a textured end closest to the head for
maximum grip.
Available in NON-Grip and
Grip models (colors vary)
9241180 GRIP
9241181 NON-GRIP
Weight (handle only)
1-1/8” 155g
Taper Non Grip 171g
Taper Grip 160g

All handles available on their own without heads
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HEADS & PADS
OV2 Pad
Worn and dirty pads should be replaced. The OV2 pad is a
great option for the recreational or beginner curler.
Available in Uni-Fit or Velcro® models. The Uni-Fit model
fits most standard heads and attaches by two screws. The
Velcro® model attaches to the head by way of Velcro® and
fits the Asham V2 Head.

9469 Uni-Fit

9465 Velcro®

9468 Uni-Fit

9467 Velcro®

GV2 Pad
The evolution of our grooved pad. The GV2 is designed to
be water resistant and provide greater sweeping efficiency
through reduced resistance while polishing pebble. The
Uni-Fit model fits most standard heads and attaches by
two screws. The Velcro® model attaches to the head by
way of Velcro® and fits the Asham V2 Head.

Pro Pad – WCF Approved
This WCF approved pad with molded closed cell foam
is made with WCF approved material. Comes in Uni-Fit
and Velcro® models. Uni-Fit fits most standard oval heads,
Velcro® fits the V2 head.

93601 Uni-Fit

9360 Velcro®

V2 Head
Replace loose or worn broom heads with the V2 Head.
The V2 Head fits most standard handles, attaches
by two screws and can fit most of the standard pads
on the market.
The new lighter weight V2 head is made of high impact
ABS for maximum strength to weight characteristics. A
great broom head for curlers of all levels.

940

Comes as a multi-use head and can attach pads by way of
Velcro® or Uni-Fit (screws) to fit most standard oval pads.

Adjustable Attachment
This attachment can be adjusted to be stationary or either
angle. Fit most standard handles and attaches with two screws.

1-800-267-5730

950
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NEW PRODUCT
Ultra Force Broom

#9261182

The Ultra Force Brush maximizes sweeping effectiveness
and efficiency. The Ultra Force head is molded with
polypropylene. The mold design is reinforced so rigidity of
the head occurs when pressure is applied. The firm head
places equal pressure on all areas of the pad. The pivot
on the head is made of high-grade steel with a machine
threaded screw. The steel connecting rod is molded into
the head and runs from the front edge to the back edge.
This direction gives the sweeper more advantage in
applying equal force to the forward and back brush stroke.
The pad attaches to the head by Velcro® making for quick
replacement. The head measures 20.3 cm long and 8.2
cm wide. This size allows sweepers to brush close to the
rock. The head is light weight at only 156 grams. The pad
is made of Cordura fabric, Velcro® and foam. The Cordura
nylon is long wearing and will give you efficient sweeping
for lots of games. The foam is firm in density. The stiffness
allows the curler to polish the top of the pebble. The foam
is low profile and water resistant. If you are a competition
curler, we have an approved World Curling Federation pad
to fit your needs.

#9230

Wood Delivery Head
The wooden head slides easily and is smooth on the
ice during delivery.
#9886

Attaches to any handle that has screws to attach the head to
the handle.
Comes with pad.
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